
Team Leaders’ meeting notes - Feb. 1, 2021

Who was there: ❖ Natalie, PNE/FOK Montreal
❖ Kelly, PNE/FOK Montreal
❖ Anne, FOK Toronto
❖ Brianne, FOK Toronto
❖ Marian, FOK North Shore
❖ Lori, FOK Campbell River
❖ Marianne, FOK Ottawa-Gatineau
❖ Lorna, FOK North Shore
❖ Celine, BCA New Westminster
❖ Galen, FOK organizer
❖ Lella, FOK organizer

What we talked about:

Bill C-12
Campaign

Lots of work has been done by teams on key messages, and these are starting to
be shared by teams with MPs and members of the Standing Committee on
Environment and Sustainable Development.
FOK website will have an action of the month page set up this week (by Feb. 5)
including a direct-contact email campaign using the New/Mode platform - like the
one currently being used for the bank action.
The group discussed:

a) Who the direct email should target - consensus was to have the email
automatically sent to the sender’s MP (based on postal code) and CCed to
members of the standing committee, Justin Trudeau, and Jonathan
Wilkinson. Question: include leaders of opposition parties?

b) What the email should include - consensus was to keep the messages
short and succinct but also specific:

● net zero emissions by 2050 is not enough; we also need to reach
50% reductions by 2030

● learn from the pandemic experience - this is not a political issue and
politicians need to listen to the experts

● an independent advisory panel would allow those experts to advise
on the targets we need to meet and report on our progress.

c) How to motivate parents & others to send the email and take other action:
● parents may not be climate change experts and their job is not to

educate their elected officials; at the same time, there are
fundamental messages that need to be understood - consensus
was that those messages could be communicated more easily
using infographics (examples are available).

● when someone sends the automatic email, the follow-up message
from FOK should include a point of contact for those who want to
be further involved or who have questions

○ should also note that the sender will likely receive a
response from their MP, and the response may challenge

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13GS7PbRshsuOOEf6R87nYk2aJTc4xirS-hEkMiKv8Oc/edit


what was in the email, or may provide non-information; FOK
can provide guidance/info for those unsure how to respond.

● short video clips by FOK members, focusing on one key message
at a time, would be helpful resources to encourage other parents to
take action - some could be at a very high level to begin with, and
some for those who want to dive deeper. Also, think about the
possibility of live Instagram Q&A spots.

● need to include a gentle activity for kids or a way for kids to be part
of the action: ideas = drawing/colouring (this is me now and this is
me in 10 years, this is what the world might look like then if we
meet our emission-reduction targets, and if we don’t - for very
young children, parents could help!); possibly writing their thoughts
about the consequences when they don’t meet their
responsibilities. These can be shared with the parents’ email to
their MP, or shared on social media.

Action from the above discussion: an action of the month page, including direct
email action and incorporating the input above, will be set up on the FOK site this
week. Feedback welcome once it’s up!

The group discussed other Bill C-12 actions:
● Submissions to the Standing Committee on Environment and Sustainable

Development - the timeline for this is uncertain but indications are that the
bill will be sent to the standing committee in the next few weeks. Some
teams are working on submissions already and have shared them in the
shared Bill C-12 folder (if you can’t access this folder, please let Lella
know). Consensus was that teams can send their own submissions to the
standing committee; individuals are encouraged to send submissions in as
well.

● Recommending expert witnesses to the standing committee - this was
suggested as an action by MP Peter Julian. Action: Anne is contacting a
list of recognized experts who have authored or contributed to IPCC
reports, to ask if they would be willing to request witness status from the
standing committee.

Using Slack as
communication
platform

Feedback was that Slack is preferred to email, although some are finding the
volume of messaging and information overwhelming.
That may be the result of starting with an information-intensive action (Bill C-12)!
The intent is to use Slack to be able to communicate with all team leaders as a
group, as well as provide an easy way for team leaders to communicate with each
other.
Guidelines to help ease into Slack:

● Team leaders will automatically be added to the “general” channel, but
then will choose which other channels, or projects, they wish to join.

● Notifications can be set up to your preferences (Lella or Galen can help
with this)

● There is no expectation that we keep up on all notifications and every
channel or project that is happening.

● There will be regular summaries/updates on the “general” channel - likely
weekly.

https://www.ourcommons.ca/Committees/en/envi
https://www.ourcommons.ca/Committees/en/envi
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/19j60qeCeGjB0LTfzJYrNPo-NHghyvSyO


● Additional guidelines for users: posts and comments should focus on
discussion; it’s okay to link to documents or websites but that can quickly
become overwhelming - also, please check to make sure the information
you’re sharing isn’t duplicating something already posted (:

Action from this item: Lella will reach out to team leaders not yet on Slack and add
them to the “general” channel. We’ll continue to look at effective communication
methods going forward.

Campaigns vs.
local team
actions

We talked about how pandemic restrictions shifted the focus of group actions to
broader, national campaigns, prompted by the collaborative push for a Green &
Just Recovery - at the same time, there are still local and regional communities of
parents to nurture and draw into action, and local initiatives groups want to
undertake.
Particularly with intensive, extensive campaigns like the bank action and Bill C-12,
it is easy to get overwhelmed. We talked about how groups are aiming for a
balance between group formation & development and “doing actions”. Reminder:
Galen and Lella are here to support teams on an ongoing basis, not only for
campaigns. Some teams meet with one of us on a regular basis (bi-weekly,
monthly …) and this is an open option for any team - please reach out to us if
you’d like to set this up!

Using Padlet A number of team leaders suggested finding a way to capture reports from each
team so they can be shared quickly and easily at the start of each team meeting.
We’re testing out Padlet for this! Each team leader has access and can post their
report at any time.
Note: this isn’t a workspace; think of it as a bulletin board that you can update
once/month with what your team is doing. Now picture the team leaders’ group
standing in front of the bulletin board once/month checking out all the reports. If
there are projects or initiatives that more than one group is interested in, Slack
can be used (by making a new channel) to set up a working group or carry on a
conversation.
Feedback on this is welcome.

Special team
leaders’ event
and group
discussion: Feb.
11

Using Eco-Anxiety as Fuel for Action will include a presentation and Q&A with Dr.
Courtney Howard, followed by a half-hour discussion session for team leaders
only. (Note from Lella: really eager for you to participate in this because
Courtney’s message is tailored very much for you and will spark beneficial
discussion.)

FOK Strategic
Plan for 2021

This has been shared on Slack and on the Team Leaders’ group FB page - Here
is the link again. Your input is very appreciated and valued.  Lee

https://padlet.com/penforhire/jvmo1tvid51o2fsq
https://www.facebook.com/events/466388231046713
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tnSrYpzSOG-J-td9Sc364ZUra_J2WT_3rNIw1kBqk8I/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tnSrYpzSOG-J-td9Sc364ZUra_J2WT_3rNIw1kBqk8I/edit

